Errata Sheet Volumes II – IV

The following errors were noted after the document was sent to the printer. Errors 1 and 3 were corrected in the hard copies via insertions. CD’s will show all errors. The electronic version available via MMS’ website shows error 2.

1) Figure 2-1 was inadvertently omitted from Volume IV. Figure 2-1 has been inserted in Volume IV hard copies. The blank page following it is intentional.

2) The blank page in Volume IV between Figures 3.3.8-2 and 3.4.2-1 is intentional.

3) The last two and one-third pages of Volume II’s Table of Contents (TOC) were inadvertently attached at the beginning of Volume III’s TOC. Please see Volume III TOC for Beaufort Alternatives 5 and 6 contained in Volume II if you have a CD of the DEIS.
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